Good Morning
I wanted to reach out to you because I've just set up a school to teach mime with Mime
Artist Les Bubb. We're teaching online over zoom and we're finding it's been a
wonderful threatey way for people to get 'together apart' and have a fun evening/afternoon
until we're allowed to meet up again.
We thought this might be relevant to the Shiplake & Dunsden Dramatic Organisation right
now?
It's also a really good tool to have in your creative toolbox for productions because you can
effectively create:
• imaginary people or animals
• dream sequences
• memories
• ghosts
• instant scene changes with an invisible set
• injects comedy and audience interaction into a show
• outer-space and magical locations by playing with gravity
• non-human characters such as robots, puppets or animals

It really broadens the repertoire of what you can achieve.
We did a little street performance for World Mime Day, here's a clip of Les having fun with
mime in the park: https://youtu.be/Fiqi-A879J0
Mime is at risk of dying out (Les even saved it from Room 101 if anyone remembers that
show!) and it has even been put on France's UNESCO Safeguarding List for Intangible
Culture. Les and I are trying to teach it to as many people as possible before he retires in a
few years so booking a class goes further than learning some new skills and having fun
together - it helps us preserve important theatre culture and carries the torch for a history
that has origins in many cultures including Ancient Greece and Japan and Medival Muslim
and Italian theatre.
I'm really appreciative you've read this far, if any of this appeals to you, please do get in
touch.
Warm Wishes

Camilla Halford
Les Bubb School of Mime
033 0088 9654

www.schoolofmime.co.uk

